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Art. 1

Organization

1.1
The issue and operation of Subito! is governed by the Federal Act on Gambling of
29 September 2017, the Implementing Ordinance of 7 November 2018 to this Act, and
the corresponding intercantonal and cantonal lottery regulations.
1.2
Swisslos, a cooperative domiciled in Basel, organizes Subito! in the territory of
German-speaking Switzerland 1, Ticino and the Principality of Liechtenstein (collectively
the "Swisslos Contract Territory") in accordance with these Rules of Play and Terms of
Participation.
1.3
Participation in Subito! as defined in these Rules of Play and Terms of
Participation takes place via the online system made available by Swisslos. Subject to
issuance of the necessary licences, Swisslos reserves the right to offer other options for
participating in Subito!.
1.4
These Rules of Play and Terms of Participation supplement the provisions
governing the playing of Swisslos products via sales outlets.

Art. 2
2.1

Nature of the lottery game
Game structure

Subito! comprises three subgames, namely the basic Subito! game as well as Extra and
Super7.
2.2

Basic Subito! game

Subito! is a lottery product that is played with a formula of 80 numbers between 1 and
80. On the play slip, the player chooses whether to play the game with six, seven, eight,
nine or ten numbers. The requested quantity of numbers between 1 and 80 are allocated
to the player and printed on the entry confirmation ticket. The player cannot choose
these numbers.
Players can view the winning combination (subsequently "winning numbers"), consisting
of 20 numbers between 1 and 80, on screens mounted in the sales outlets. The prize or
amount of the prize as per Art. 9 and 10 depends on the quantity of numbers that the
player chooses to play with in Subito! and the quantity of matches between the numbers
printed on the entry confirmation ticket and the Subito! numbers displayed.
2.3

Extra

The player can take part in the Extra game with the same numbers as in Subito!. The
winning Extra number is drawn from the twenty Subito! numbers on the display. An Extra
prize is won as per Art. 9 and 10 if one of the numbers printed on the entry confirmation

1

ZH, BE, LU, UR, SZ, OW, NW, GL, ZG, SO, BS, BL, SH, AI, AR, SG, GR, AG, TG
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ticket matches the Extra number on the display. It is only possible to play Extra if taking
part in Subito!.
2.4

Super7

If a player plays Subito! with six, seven, eight or nine numbers (but not i f choosing to
play with ten numbers), the player is automatically entered into the Super7 game. A five digit number is printed on the player's entry confirmation ticket, whereby each digit is a
number between 0 and 9 (10 possibilities). The player wins a prize as per Art. 9 and 10 if
the number printed on the entry confirmation ticket is a complete match with the winning
Super7 number on the display.
2.5
Subito!, Extra and Super7 are lottery games in which the results are chosen in advance
in accordance with defined prize structures (see Appendix). The prize structures define
for each series the exact number of tickets, the payout ratio, the prize categories and
their prize money and the number of winners per prize category.
The three lottery games, i.e. series, are identified by letters and/or numbers so that they
can be referred to unambiguously.
The player's result is decided at the time of purchase when the numbers are allocated to
the player. A player who takes part in Subito!, Extra and Super7 therefo re takes part in a
game of chance in which neither skill nor the player's choice determine the outcome of
the game.

Art. 3

Participation

The player will submit his participation data either with the aid of physical or electronic
data media or verbally.
Art. 4

Participation period

The player’s play request goes into the next win display to take place after the sales
transaction or a maximum of the next five win displays after the sales transaction.
Art. 5

Conclusion of a contract

In accordance with these Rules of Play and Terms of Participation, it is only possible to
take part in Subito! if a Gaming Contract has been concluded with Swisslos. The player
must be 18 years old in order to conclude a Gaming Contract for Subito!. In case of
doubt, a sales outlet may refuse to conclude a contract if the person's age cannot be
verified on the basis of a valid identification document. In concluding a Gaming Contract
with Swisslos, the player recognizes unreservedly these Rules of Play and Terms of
Participation, including any addendums that may exist as well as the Terms for
Participation via Points of Sale.
Art. 6

Stake

The stake wagered for a Subito! pick is CHF 2.00 regardless of the quantity of numbers
with which the player takes part in the lottery game. The stake for Extra is also CHF 2.00
3

for each pick for which the player elects to take part in Extra by ticking the respective
checkbox. Participation in Super7 is free of charge.
The stake to be paid is calculated as the selected quantity of Subito! picks plus the
quantity of Extra entries multiplied by CHF 2.00. Example: 4 picks, of which 2 are
entered with Extra, result in a stake of CHF 12.00 (4 Subito! picks + 2 Extra entries = 6 x
CHF 2.00 = CHF 12.00).
When the player participates in several consecutive win displays, the stake is multiplied
by the participation period.

Art. 7

Collection and storage of participation data

7.1
Participation data on physical or virtual data carriers or verbally communicated
participation data are transmitted to Swisslos once they have been entered into the
online terminal at land-based sales outlets; they are then recorded there for evaluation
purposes, checked, and saved and stored on a physically or digitally secured medium. If
the participation data can be accepted, the player is then issued with an entry
confirmation ticket.
7.2
If for any reason the play request cannot be created or stored at Swisslos such as
to allow the holder of the prizewinning ticket or replacement ticket to claim their prize, or
if for any reason a fundamentally valid winning ticket or replacement ticket or
confirmation of a valid prize claim cannot be honoured on presentation, the liability
borne by Swisslos shall be limited to reimbursement of the player's stake, excluding all
other compensation to be provided by Swisslos, its representatives or agents, or the
manager of a sales outlet.
The stake is reimbursed on condition that the player furnishes proof that the
corresponding play slip or quick picks were duly submitted and the stake paid. No
reimbursement or replacement will be provided if a ticket has been tampered with in any
way.

Art. 8

Win display

8.1
During the Subito! operating hours, win displays for the Subito!, Extra and Super7
games generally take place at five-minute intervals. The Subito! operating hours are
published on www.swisslos.ch. The opening hours of a Subito! sales outlet do not need
to match those of the Subito! operating hours.
8.2
The win displays are transmitted to the screen(s) mounted in each Subito! sales
outlet. Should there be a transmission problem, the win displays stored in the central
Swisslos system apply exclusively.
Art. 9

Determination of prizes

The lottery result (dud or prize amount) for each entry in a Subito!, Extra and Super7
series is predefined through its allocation to a prize category.
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The player can determine his or her winnings by comparing the numbers printed on the
entry confirmation ticket with the winning numbers of the corresponding win display.
It is also possible to determine the winnings by reading the ticket into the sales terminal
at the sales outlet. The prize payout process, if applicable, is initiated immediately.
Art. 10

Prize table

The following prize table applies:

Art. 11

Notification of result

The results are publically announced exclusively on the screen(s) located in each
Subito! sales outlet and in the prize bulletins available at each Subito! sales outlet. In the
event of a transmission problem, it is possible that only the prize bulletins from the
online terminal in the sales outlet are available. The date and time of the win display
printed on the prize bulletin is the date of the official notification that applies for the
calculation of the expiry date as per Art. 13.
Art. 12

Conditions for the payment of prizes

12.1 Swisslos is deemed to have met, and been released from, its obligation to pay
prizes when it, or a Swisslos Subito! sales outlet acting on its behalf, makes payment to
the bearer of a valid document evidencing the claim to the prize.
12.2 If, prior to payment of a prize, Swisslos should receive information that
entitlement to a document evidencing the claim to said prize has been contested, it is
entitled to suspend payment and grant the claimant a deadline by which to assert his or
her superior right or prove that the question of entitlement to the document evidencing
the claim to the prize warrants court proceedings.
5

Swisslos will make a final decision on the basis of the evidence presented. If the
claimant makes the outcome dependent on court proceedings, Swisslos will wait until
the court has issued a final and absolute ruling.
Art. 13

Forfeit of prizes

Subito!, Extra and Super7 prizes which are not claimed within 26 weeks of the date of
public notification of the outcome of the result (Art. 11) are forfeited and used for the
charitable purpose to which Swisslos contributes.

Art. 14

Objections

14.1 Players whose alleged prizes were not paid out on their assertion of a claim in
accordance with these Rules of Play and Terms of Participation may lodge an objection
within 10 days of the date of refusal of payment, but by no later than within 26 weeks of
the date of public notification of the result.
14.2 The objection must be submitted by registered letter addressed to Swisslos and
handed in at an office of Swiss Post by no later than the final day of the period for
objection. The appeal must include the player's name and address, the designation of
the sales outlet, the number or date of the respective Subito!, Extra or Super7 win
display, the entry confirmation ticket, as well as the grounds for objection. Moreover, the
ticket supporting the claim or replacement ticket, or any other documents supporting the
claim, must be enclosed. Objections received late or which do not include all the
necessary information cannot be considered.
14.3 Solely the predefined prize category of the series in which the player took part as
stored at Swisslos in compliance with the regulatory provisions is relevant to the
assessment of entitlement to a prize.

Art. 15

Publications

All information referring to the organization of individual Subito!, Extra and Supe r7 win
displays (in particular also the time remaining to the next win display) is published on the
screen(s) and/or online terminals installed in all Subito! sales outlets.

Art. 16

Operating licences

The licences to issue and operate Subito! granted in compliance with the hitherto
applicable lottery legislation and in accordance with these Rules of Play and Terms of
Participation, together with the associated activities, apply solely to Swisslos itself (Art.
1.2).
Art. 17

Decisions of the company management

All decisions in respect of Subito! win displays are taken by the Swisslos company
management. Decisions are final and no correspondence will be entered into.
6

Art. 18

Validity

18.1 These Rules of Play and Terms of Participation govern participation in Subito! as
well as Extra and Super7 within the Swisslos Contract Territory. They enter into force on
1 January 2019. Swisslos reserves the right to amend these Rules of Play and Terms of
Participation.
18.2 Where the English, French or Italian version of these Rules of Play and Terms of
Participation deviates from the German version, the German version alone is binding.
18.3 These Rules of Play and Terms of Participation can be obtained from Swisslos,
P.O. Box, 4002 Basel, or via the official website www.swisslos.ch.
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